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Winegard roadtrip mission manual

Ad ▼ Scroll to page 2/8 ad Thank you for your participation! * Your review is very important for improving the work of AI, which makes up the content of this project ad ▼ Scroll to page 2 of 12 ad Thank you for your participation! * Your review is very important for improving the work of AI,
which forms the contents of this project *** Click Newsletter Sign Up at the top to close the window. 01-07-2014, 11:11 PM #1 Member Tiffin Owners Club Join date: March 2013 Location: Prescott AZ Messages: 52 Winegard RoadTrip Mission - Change Manual? I have a Winegard RoadTrip
Mission (in motion) dome on my bus and order a Dish fee on your trip. My dish occasionally makes corrective moves, but adapts in the middle of the night, making it difficult to sleep. I have set the receiver box for an update at 6am, but sometimes the dish starts to move 3'ish. Is there a way

to put it in place when it's originally locked? ___________________ Dennis &amp; Joyce 2013 Tiffin Phaeton 36GH 2012 Wrangler Unlimited 01-08-2014, 12:42 PM #2 Senior Member Join Date: July 2000 Location: Las Vegas, NV Messages: 2,297 Quote: Originally published by
Denyrunner I have a Winegard RoadTrip Mission (in motion) dome on my bus and order Dish pay when you go. My dish occasionally makes corrective moves, but adapts in the middle of the night, making it difficult to sleep. I have set the receiver box for an update at 6am, but sometimes
the dish starts to move 3'ish. Is there a way to put it in place when it's originally locked? I'm not sure if the satellite antenna works the same way ours, but we have a Winegard RT8000S Roadtrip MiniMax Fixed automatic satellite antenna on our bus. Ours, it's got a manual power switch for
the antenna. When the receiver is switched on, I switch on the antenna on the on/off switch. After searching for about a minute and locking into the satellite signal, I turn off the antenna's power switch. When you turn it off, they won't look for the antenna anymore. If your antenna doesn't
have a manual on/off switch like we do, contact Winegard and maybe they might have a solution to your problem. Good luck and let me know if you find a fix. Travel safely ____________________ Jim &amp; SherrySeward 2000 Residency 3790 v10 w/tags 5 Star tune &amp; Banks
system Suzuki XL7 toad 01-09-2014, 09:18 AM #3 Member Tiffin Owners Club Join Date: Mar 2013 Location: Prescott AZ Posts: 52 Now I'm disgraced You know, I just noticed it overnight I didn't try this before. I never saw this in the manual, and when I talked to Winegard about it, a couple
of times, they didn't even tell me this. Hmmm... Anyway, thank you so much. However, I think that since there is only one weapon on the plate and it has to change three satellites (?) to deal with all the regular and HD programming that I might lose some channels - I haven't experienced it
yet though. Cheers........ _____________________ Dennis &amp; Joyce 2013 Tiffin Phaeton 36GH 2012 Wrangler Unlimited 01-09-2014, 09:25 AM #4 Senior Member Join Date: April 2013 Location: Missouri City, TX Posts: 1,306 Quote: Originally published by Denyrunner, you know, I just
noticed it alone overnight. I didn't try this before. I never saw this in the manual, and when I talked to Winegard about it, a couple of times, they didn't even tell me this. Hmmm... Anyway, thank you so much. However, I think that since there is only one weapon on the plate and it has to switch
between three satellites (?) to handle all regular and HD programming, I could lose some channels - I haven't experienced it yet though. Cheers........ When it locks on to satellites in the first search, the device switches between satellites when you change a channel that is on a different
satellite. So you have to keep watching TV. ___________________ Don 2003 Forest River Cardinal Platinum 37' 5th Wheel 1976 31' Airstream 01-09-2014, 12:24 PM #5 Senior Member Join Date: July 2000 Location: Las Vegas, NV Posts: 2,297 Quote: Originally Posted by adonh When it
locks on satellites in the first search, the unit switches between satellites when you switch channels that are on a different satellite. So you have to keep watching TV. Good advice, it makes sense - we use a live TV and with a power switch we get all the channels in our programming
package, so guess ours doesn't switch from one seat to another, like Dishnet. ______________________ Jim &amp; SherrySeward 2000 Residency 3790 v10 w/tags 5 Star tune &amp; Banks system Suzuki XL7 at 01-09-2014, 03:58 #6 Senior Member Member Date: November 2008
Posts: 2,722 You have the same devices as you and had the same problem. Go to receiver settings, settings (I believe) and to turn off the receiver should have a setting after as many hours of time you use. Change the setting to NEVER. This will keep the receiver powered up when not in
use overnight. Also, never switch off the receiver with the remote control. Use it only to turn off the TV. This keeps the receiver and antenna linked and prevents night-time hunting of the antenna. ___________________ 2013 Tiffin Phaeton 40QBH 2016 Chevrolet Equinox LTZ AWD V6 1 2
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